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1.0 Introduction
In early 2008 a plan was formulated to organise a trip to Morocco, the idea had originated with Bernard & Josie
the rest of us just muscled in and invited ourselves. Meetings were held and a loose plan emerged; the trip fell
into two parts, a mountain trek lasting 14 days cumulating in an ascent of Mount Toubkal. This was followed
by a desert trip lasting 6 days; the start date was the 23rd September and the return date the 16th October 2008.
Bernard made contact with a local guide Ali and agreed the mountain trek itinerary, Chris organised flights and
arranged our desert interlude. At meetings held all present agreed with the itinerary, the party numbers where
12 on the mountain trek & 13 on the desert trip, this was later amended to 10 on the mountain trek & 10 on the
desert trip.
A frustration was the lack of detail maps that were not available a problem that was never solved indeed our
guide did not possess a good one.
1.1 The Trekkers
The following people went on the trip:
The mountain trek:
Chris Walker, Brian Guilfoyle, Dave Fisher, Dave Metalf , Roger Finn,
Graham Welch, Jim Cunningham, Peter Melling, Bob Thomasson, Bernard & Josie Smith,
Ian Aitchison.
Sadly Bob had to drop out due to Barbara’s illness likewise Chris as Norma had a knee replacement (Chris later
joined us in Marrakech for the desert trip) so we were a party of 10 people.
The desert trip:
All the above (minus Graham who was scheduled to return & Brian who suffered with his
knee and returned home after the trek) went on the desert trip, we were joined by Dave
Metcalf’s partner Cathy Woodhead. This again gave us a party of 10 people.
2.0 Planning & Preparation
Bernard contacted Ali and agreed an itinerary with a time scale and a price, we were to have a support
party with mules plus muleteers with a cook, he would provide all the food, camping gear including
sleeping mats. We would need personal gear, a four season sleeping bag was recommended, I did not
have one so I bought an Alp kit one on the internet at a cost of £150, this was a very good buy but
proved to be far to warm, my three season bag would have done.
We paid a deposit of £180, leaving 7050dirham(dm) to pay on arrival half of which could be paid in
euros.
Chris booked the flights on Easy Jet out of Liverpool change at Madrid then on to Marrakech, the cost
was £120, and I travelled on the train to Liverpool then by bus to the airport.
Chris arranged the desert trip which lasted 6 days at a cost €430 and comprised of 2 days in 4 x 4’s, 2
days on camels then another 2 days in 4 x 4’s. We decided after the trek and prior to the desert trip to
spend 2 days in Marrakech, and on the way back 2 days in Madrid, Chris booked accommodation at the
American Hostel in Madrid.
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Personal preparation was the decision what to take this I found very difficult, previous trips were I had to carry
everything on my back I just took minimum gear. For this trip we needed clothes for a hot & cold climate and
we had the luxury of transport in the mountains, this being mules. I decided to buy a large holdall this was a
Gellert 90 ltr waterproof bag to which I added a lock, as a day sack I took a 40 ltr bag both proved very good.
(See appendix A for kit list)

My baggage
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3.0 Mountain Trek Route

Mini Bus Drive

Marrakech

4 x4 Drive
Trek

See Fig 3
See Fig 2

Taroudant

The Trek Route (Fig 1)
Imaradene 3351m

Camps

Wadi Nfis

Village Tazoudot

Mountain trek first stage approximately 55kl (Fig 2)
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Tanamrout 2636m
Tizi n’Tamatert 2279m

Village Tizi Oussum

Tamater
Hotel Aremd

Village Amseslane
Toubkal
Neltner Hut
Village Ojoukak

Tizi n’ Quanoums 3664m

Mountain trek second stage approximately100kl (Fig 3)
When viewed on a map our mountain trek should have been called a mountain drive for most of the distance
we spent in vehicles. (See fig 1) A very frustrating aspect was the lack of a detail map no one in the party had
managed to obtain one, our guide Ali did have a photostat copy of a local map but this was of little help.
Initially he was not very commutative but this did improve as he got to know us and became more relaxed in
our company. Also it did not help that he and all our support team were fasting from dawn to dusk, as it was
Ramadan.
Back home after the trip I pursued buying a detail map and from The Map Shop at Upton-Upon-Seven
obtaining two maps of Russian origin one of the Amizmiz area that covers the Tichka Plateau. (See fig 2) The
other of the Toubkal area (see fig 3) the scale is 1: 160,000. They are not brilliant but I wish I had had them
with me on the trip as plotting our journey post trip has been quite a challenge.
4.0 The Trek Log
Day 1---Tues 23rd Sept Poulton to Marrakech
Geraldine gave me a lift to the station where I caught the 7-48 train to Preston already on the platform
waiting was Brian with Jean who had given him a lift to Preston. Hear I learned that Chris was not
coming on the trek as Noreen had had a knee operation; he was hoping to join us later. Bob had
previously dropped out due to his wife’s illness. On the train to Liverpool we where joined at Wigan by
Roger, Peter, Graham and Ian, at Liverpool we caught the bus to the airport. Already there where
Bernard, Josie, & Jim, Dave joined us to make up the party. At the airport I met an ex work colleague
who was on his way out to the Tatra Mountains. The flights were good arriving on time at 7-0pm in
6
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Marrakech where Mohamed met us. A mini bus took us to our hotel the De Foucauld in the town centre,
rooms sorted then down for our first meal in Morocco.
Buffet style with plenty of choice & very good. No alcohol though it was Ramadan, this
was to last for the next week and a half, after the meal we explored the large square
opposite the hotel called Djmaa-el-Fna. All life was there, jugglers, acrobats, snake
charmers, beggars and loads of comedians, at one end the souk this we explored then to
the cash machine, trepidation using it but it coughed up 2000dm so we were in business.

Hotel De Foucauld
Back at the hotel we met El Aouad Ali-----Ali our guide we discussed payment but he was a bit vague,
we were concerned to know if we had to pay for our absent friends and how could we pay? Would he
except euros?
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Pot stall in the Souk
Day 2---Wed 24th Sept Marrakech to Taroudant
Today we were driven to Taroudant some 5 hours southwest then east through a barren landscape only
stopping for sweet mint tea at the roadside. We were booked into the Hotel Saadien Jim and I shared a
room, Ali arranged a guided trip round the town our guide was Hameed. It started interesting giving us
some history of the place then we were guided into the souk were we were expected to buy things, we
were not interested as we would have to carry everything with us.
Back at the hotel 5 of us decided to explore on our own, we toured the town walls that were still mainly
intact, in places showing signs of recent repair. Back at the hotel we all went into the swimming pool,
then Bernard announced that he had finally got a commitment from Ali with regards to the Cost. It was
not good news Ali expected payment for our absent friends, so we would have to find this then reclaim
it from Bob and Chris. As Ali explained that he had committed to 12 people and it would cost him, he
also said that he expected them to claim money from their insurance. He did say that he would accept
payment in euros we finally agreed an exchange rate of 11dm to a euro.
The evening meal was served on the terrace, which was on the roof of the hotel; we had soup, chicken
and chips with rice and vegetables, sweet was crème brule, out on the town after for coffee and another
raid on the cash machine, no alcohol as it was still Ramadan.
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Taroudant Town Walls
Day 3---Thurs 25th Sept Taroudant to Tazoudot
Jim as usual was up early out to get his photos, the rest of us had a lazy start with breakfast by the pool

Breakfast by the pool
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Waiting out side for us were two Toyota Land Cruisers our transport that would take us to the start of
the trek. Ali arrived at 10-30am the vehicles were loaded and we set off 6 in one vehicle 7 in the other,
an hour on a good road west then north on a track to the village of Tigouga. Stopping on the way to
photograph goats up trees feeding, an hour and a half

Tree climbing goats
up the track we came to the village, we were met by donkeys onto which our gear was loaded to be
taken a short distance into the village. With us following we were guided into a house for sweet mint tea
with walnuts and syrup to dip our bread in, then onto another house were we were to stay the night. We
were served salad and fruit for dinner then out for a short walk up the valley at a brisk pace our guide
Hamid one of Ali’s helpers, Dave decided to do his own thing and wandered up a nearby hill. Back at
5-30 for our evening meal prepared by Abdullah Atiff who was our cook for the trek, he prepared our
first of many tajine dishes. This is cooked slowly in a heavy shallow base pot covered with a conical
shaped pot, the meal, typically meat with vegetables is very tasty and starters were soup, sweet was
melon, still no alcohol.
Day 4---Fri 26th Sept Tazoudot to Tichka Plateau
Up at 7-0am breakfast of bread, cheese, marmalade with tea typical of many breakfasts, outside waiting
to be packed were 8 mules each with an handler onto these were loaded our gear plus food and tents.
With Ali, our cook Abdullah and a man in charge of all the muleteers this made a support party of 11
people. We set off at 8-15am each of us carrying a light day sack, we walked until 12-30pm arriving at
the village of Tarkout below the Tichka plateau here we had lunch. Mats were spread on the ground on
these we sprawled and ate our lunch, much to the amusement of the local children. On after lunch
climbing up towards what appeared as an unbroken mountain chain but it was pierced by a very good
donkey track that led us on to the Tichka Plateau. A brief stop at the col Tizi ñ Tifighelt 2782m then
down to our campsite beside a river, we pitched tents Jim and I in a 3 man so we had plenty of room. A
large old tent was pitched, this was our mess tent as well as sleeping quarters for our support team and
tea and biscuits were served.
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Mule Packing at Tazoudot

Waiting for lunch at Tarkout
The evening meal was late, not surprising as still being Ramadan the support team fed themselves first
after sunset, we ate at 7-30pm, soup spag bol, Moroccan version then pears and tea to drink, early bed at
9-30pm in my new sleeping bag.
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Day 5---Sat 27 Sept Tichka Plateau
Today the plan was to climb a mountain Called Imeradine at 3351m it would be the highest that I had
climbed. Up at 7-30am my new sleeping bag had been very warm; breakfast cornflakes with powdered
milk then jam butties. At 9-0am we set off round to a summer dwelling were shepherds live and tend
their sheep and goats. A steady climb then just below the summit we had lunch tuna, tomatoes,
cucumber with oatcakes, finishing with an orange. Our guides stay there and pointed us to the summit
we ascended along a ridge overlooking a craggy edge easy scrambling brought us to the summit to date
the highest that I had been. Jim and I then descended along the ridge, which gave us great views north
over the craggy range, then back down to our guides. Splitting into two parties one retaining the high
ground the other opting for the valley we returned to camp arriving at 3-30pm. Tea and biscuits were
served in the mess tent then a long session of reading waiting for dinner, which we had at 7-30, in bed at
9-15.

Mount Imeradine 3351m
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At the summit of Mount Imeradine

In the mess tent
Day 6---Sun 28th Sept Tichka Plateau to Wadi Nfis
Up at 7-30am packed then breakfast, porridge, jam and bread, cheese with tea, then de camped the tent a
mess full of grit a product of our surroundings. Away at 9-30am heading east over the Tichka Plateau
this is undulating, in one place lush with grass with goat and sheep always accompanied by a shepherd
with dogs.
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Contrasting views on the Tichka Plateau
We dropped off the plateau into Oued Nfis (Wadi Nfis) stopping for lunch in the trees by a fast flowing
river, the lunch starting with the usual salad accompanied by tinned sardines and cheese, finishing with
fruit washed down by hot sweet tea. We continued along the Wadi Nfis, this is a spectacular deep
winding valley with a fast flowing river in the bottom we walked until 4-0pm then dropped down to the
river to camp.
This time Jim and I got a 2-man tent so with our bags down the middle it made for cramped conditions.
Taking tea in the mess tent we watch the cooks make fresh bread over an open fire using a large frying
pan with pebbles in.
14
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Bread Making
The day had been rather cloudy with short showers, our camp was at 2200m at night it got rather cold
and at 8-0pm we had dinner. It was soup with cuscus with (this was not one of our favourite foods),
chicken and vegetables it was served with the normal sweet tea, the usual banter in the mess tent then in
our pits at 9-0pm for a long night. During our trek at least one of us had stomach problems this time it
was Rogers turn, luckily I had remained free.
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The campsite
Day 7---Mon 29th Sept Wadi Nfis to Ijoukak
A good night sleep we woke to a cloudless sky the sun yet to hit us though as the steep valley shaded us,
we packed then took the tent down. Breakfast at 9-0am was porridge, very salty made edible by the
addition of honey, then jam and bread fresh from the previous evenings baking. We continued to walk
down the Wadi Nfis now forested by walnut trees that the villagers were harvesting. This was achieved
by whacking the branches with long sticks. When this failed boys climbed the trees to continue the
beating to complete the harvesting. The nuts were then loaded onto donkeys to be take to a track for
loading onto transport, during our walk we were offered walnuts from the muleteers,
At 12-0 we arrived at the village of Agadir where we had lunch, our mules and muleteers left us here
Bernard gave them their tip and we all said our goodbyes. Our next stage was by mini bus that took us to
the village of Ijoukak, on the way it dropped us off at the Tinmel Mosque one of the few that nonbelievers can enter. We toured this ancient building. Back on the bus and onto the village our
accommodation was at a café, here the now customary hot sweet mint tea greeted us. Then a shower the
first hot wash for five days, the evening meal was a beef tajine with fruit followed by coffee. Our next
team of mules arrived on the back of a truck, there were 7 of them each with a fresh muleteer but we
retained our cook Abdula.
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Following the Wadi Nifis

Walnuts a-plenty
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Inside the Tinmel Mosque

Outside the café at Ijoukak
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Day 8---Tues 30 Sept Ijoukak to Ameslane
Up at 7-0am, breakfast in the café at 8-0am, we then walked along the road for an hour, off east along at
track climbing steadily through the village of Adoni at 1590m. We stopped among the trees for lunch at
12-0, tuna and salad with banana all the time watch by the children of a nearby village.
Climbing after lunch up to Tizi Ameslane at 2095m then dropping to the village of Ameslane at 5-0pm.
Ali had decided to find us accommodation rather than camp, it was in a large house with many rooms
Jim and I sharing, tea was served hot and sweet. Dinner was a stew with potatoes and courgettes, the
meat was tough, the one and only time a lot of it went back. We finished with melon, tea and a tot of
whiskey thanks to Ian the first taste of alcohol on the trip.
The house we stayed in was a multi roomed building with many beds the cost per night was 50dm
(£3.50p) there were 2 showers in a cow like byre, the hot water was heated by a wood burning stove.
The village houses built of random brick and concrete with flat mud roofs with minimum windows,
multi layered flowed down the hillside. All streets and alleys mud packed with many children running
round from 6-30 in the morning. Today is Eid the end of Ramadan so last night there was celebrations,
no more fasting from sunrise to sunset until Ramadan starts again.

Always curious children
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Houses flowing down the hillside
Day 9---Wed 1st October Ameslane to Tizi Oussum
7-45am breakfast usual fare but less of it we must be running out of supplies, on the road at 9-0am over
Tizi Tagdall at 2600m we walked until 1-30. By then we where below the pass at a lovely spot by a
stream where under the trees we had lunch.
On down a narrow interesting valley to the village of Tizi Oussum our accommodation a Gete, here for
the first time we met other trekkers. A party of Germans along with other nationalities, the Gete was
quite full. It possessed a hammam, this is a traditional bath house, a steam room and the first we had
encountered. Ali arranged for us to use this so five of the boys piled in, it is a small fully tiled heated
room equipped with buckets full of warm water each has a small scoop. You ladle the water over you
and have a wash then dry off it’s very invigorating.
The Gîte is large and we are accommodated in a dorm that holds seven and we sleep round the edge on
couches that double as seating as well. It is the plushest place we have stayed in so far on the trek.
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The lunch stop

Who’s that idiot?
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Day 10---Thur 2 October Tizi Oussum to Hotel Aremd
Up at 7-0am, packed then breakfast off at 8-30am up to the Tizi Mzic (Tizi means col) at 2489m easy
going so I must have got fitter. Down the other side we stopped in a wadi for lunch at 11-45am. On
down to the village of Aremd and the Hotel Aremd having booked in we were allocated dormitories,
then down for a drink of tea.
On the opposite side of the valley was the village Aroumd which four of us decided to explore, closely
packed houses with mud roofs separated by narrow alleys. We stumbled our way to the mosque but
could only view it from the outside, then back through apple orchards full of ripe fruits.
Dinner was served at 6-30pm this was one of the few occasions when Ali joined us, he explained that
tomorrow we would climb up to the Netlar Hut just below the summit of Toubkal, there were 2 huts we
would stay in the older one.

Lunch is served
Day 11---Fri 3rd October Hotel Aremd to Neltner Hut
Today we walked up to the Neltner Hut setting off at 8-30am a steady climb stopping at a shrine for a
cup of the usual hot sweet tea. Then on to the hut arriving at 1-0pm, the hut is situated at 3207m some
960m below the summit of Toubkal. There are two huts the old and the new built for the French Alpine
Club, Ali had booked us into the old hut in his opinion the best, once established in our dormitory I had
a shower then down for dinner. We still had our own cook with a support team they did all the cooking
for us, the rest of the day we hung around until dinner.
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Jim, Roger & Peter on the way up to the Neltner Hut
Day 12---Sat 4th October Neltner Hut
Today we were to climbed Toubkal up at 6-0am, breakfast at 6-30am, gear sorted then off up the
mountain at 7-15am following the long line of others. Sadly Brian who was suffering with his knee,
(which he had a replacement joint done at the end of October) decided to remain at the hut. Soon we left
the others behind and reached the col now in a dusting of snow thicker in places but not presenting any
difficulty. We arrived at the top at 9-45am a steady climb analogous to climbing Ben Nevis by the
tourist route but made harder by the altitude, from which I am glad to say I did not suffer. This was for
the second time on this trip the highest I had been.
On looking round and when the mist which came and went allowed, it made me realised that again like
the Ben, that there were far more interesting ways to the top. We paused on top for about an hour then
set off back down on the way and much to Ali’s consternation a group went of to a subsidiary peak, Ali
left us as we were lower down and hurried to join them. We arrived back at the hut at 12-15pm so the
ascent and back had taken 5 hours.
After a tea, shower and dinner of salad with sardines I spent the rest of the afternoon reading, dinner was
at 6-30pm then a long evening of reading before bed.
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Toubkal top 4167m

Old Hut
New Hut

The Neltner Huts
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Day 13---Sun 5 October Neltner Hut to Tamatert
The usual early breakfast then ready for the off, All of us with the exception of Brian who had decided
to make his way down, went up to a col called Tizi n’ Ouanoums 3664m. From here we had good views,
it was also a start point for a climb to the top of Toubkal of about v. diff to severe grade, a Spanish
group was doing this.

At Tizi n’ Ouanoums 3664m
Then it was back down to the Hotel Aremd where Brian was waiting for lunch and us, salad pasta and
beans with omelette and chips, very good. After a short walk to our Gîte at the village of Tamatert we
arrived at 4-0pm, after a shower I washed some clothes which I put on the roof of the building to dry.
The Gîte was the best accommodation we had stayed in so far, two large bedrooms each containing 5
mattresses on the floor, a large lounge with a dinning area in which was a large table, and all the food
was very good.
Day 14---Mon 6th October Tamatert
Today we walked up to the Tizi Tamatert at 2279m after a cold drink Ali pointed us at Mount
Tanamrout 2636m suggesting we might like to walk to the top of it, all except Dave Metcalfe who went
off on his own decided to do it, Ali stayed at the Tizi and asked us to be back at 1-0pm.
A stiff climb with some of the most challenging scrambling on the trip so far brought us to the top, after
a short pause we went back down to just about meet our deadline and a lunch of salad cheese sardines
and mint tea. Then back to the village for a shower followed by pancakes and more mint tea, gear
sorting and packing for tomorrow we are to be bussed back to Marrakech. Dinner was our favourite
cuscus, chicken with vegetables followed by banana with coffee early bed 9-30pm.
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Roger on his way up Mt. Tanamrout 2636m
Day 15---Tues 7th October Tamatert to Marrakech
Up at 7-0am for the usual early breakfast, transport arrived to take us back, after saying goodbye to our
cook Abdullah Atiff who had looked after us very well; we were on the road at 9-0am. This was an
interesting journey from the ancient to the relative modern of Marrakech, back to our original hotel the
Foucauld. Roger and I sorted our gear and took a load of washing to the cleaners. Some new arrivals
were expected to join our party today Cathy, Dave’s partner and Chris Walker. Tomorrow two people
would leave us Graham and Brian who had decided due to his troublesome knee to return early.
After a dinner of omelette cheese and chips we had a guided tour of Marrakech arranged by Ali it was
not very informative concentrating mainly on the souk. Chris arrived just in time to join us for dinner at
8-0pm Cathy had already arrived. We had a very good meal with our first beer and wine bought at a
local shop by ourselves.
Chris updated us on our next adventure this was to be the desert trip all was arranged; two 4X4’s would
pick us up on the 9th. Tomorrow at Cathy’s suggestion we were to visit the coastal town of Essaouira,
Ali had arranged for a mini bus to take us there.
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An interesting corner in Marrakech
Day 16---Wed 8th October Marrakech
Early breakfast then on the mini bus and away at 8-15am, it was 180kl. to Essaouira, which took us 3
hours to drive including a stop for a snack. We were dropped off at the fish dock a good place to start
our tour; this is still a busy fishing port with many boats and includes a boat repair yard. Adjacent to the
port is the fort the current one built by the Portuguese in the XV century and still standing today, during
the XVIII century Essaouira was the main port of the Morocco this declined when Casablanca became
industrialised. We toured the fort then went into the old town and were invited to eat at one of the many
fish restaurants. Four of us shared prawns, sea bass and sardines with salad they were delicious. Then on
to explore the old town many shops with not to much of the hard sell, I bought some presents, back at
the port we had coffee before boarding the bus for our journey back stopping on the way to buy some
drink.
At dinner Chris told that he had agreed the price of our desert trip and that we could pay in euros,
pounds or dirhams or a combination, I decided to pay in pounds and dirhams. The trip would be for 6
days the first 2 would be in vehicles then 2 days on camels with the final 2 days again in vehicles.
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Essaouira Port

Jim at the Fort
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5.0 The Desert Trip Route
Georges du Todra
Marrakech 100kl

Tiseldei

Amerhidil

Nekob
Kasbah Ait Benhaddou

Zagora
Algerian Border

Dunes—Erg Chigaga
Mhamid
Camel Journey
Off road

Desert Camps

Desert Journey
5.1 Desert Trip Log
Day 17---Thurs 9th October Marrakech to Amerhidil
Today we started our desert trip, from first thing in the morning 2 Toyota Land Cruisers with there
drivers were waiting to take us on our journey, our leader Assam driving one and Mustafa driving the
other. After breakfast we loaded the vehicles, all the gear on the roof racks we said our goodbyes to
Graham, Brian (He had rearranged his flight to leave today with Graham) and Ali who had called to see
us. For the past two days I had been suffering from a cold so we stopped at a chemist for medicine,
Chris was also under the weather. We drove south from Marrakech over the Tizi n Tichka at 2260m in
cold wet weather and then across the desert our first experience of off road driving to the town of Ait
Benhaddou. Here we had lunch, after we visited a Kasbah a fortified village built to protect the caravan
routes, on east now to another Kasbah at Amerhidil part of which is the Hotel Kasah our final
destination today. In this hotel I had my own room this is built into the earth and is like a cave, nice and
warm. Our evening meal was soup then a tajine followed by fruit we shared a bottle of wine between 7
of us then back to our warm caves at 10-00pm.
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Kasba at Ait Benhaddou

Inside the caves
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Day 18---Fri 10 October Amerhidil to Mhamid
On the road at 8-15 in mizzle through the town of Boumalne Dades turning off on a minor road to see
the Georges du Todra Towering cliffs in a very narrow gorge at one point an hotel built under the cliffs,
very gloomy in the rain.

Georges du Todra
Retracing our route then on another minor road to the town of Nekob and a stop for lunch, after on to
Zagora where we shopped, a number of us bought a traditional Berber head dress. This is a length of
blue material that is wound round the head to make a turban like cover and is called a Tegelmoust. A
further stop to see a co-operative ceramics factory, also close by a museum that held a Coranic Library,
then down to our final destination of the day the town of Mhamid where we stayed at the hotel Kasah,
here the road stopped and the desert begins. Our evening meal was taken on the terrace in much
improver weather. After which we had a singing session Jose was the star performer, Chris declining to
join us, as he was still felt ill.
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Boy at work in the Ceramic Factory
5.1 Desert Trip log continued
Day 19---Sat 11th October Mhamid to Desert Camp
Today we were introduced to our camels, one each, with additional ones to carry our gear, one at a time
we were invited to mount our beasts which are crouched down so getting on is very easy. Then it gets
more interesting as the camel leader invites the beast to rise, this it does by rising on it’s front legs that
immediately pitches you backwards so you have to cling on. Then the back legs rise so you are thrown
forward then finally up again on its front legs, if you are still on you have finally made it. Not as tall as I
imagined but still high enough to break a neck in the event of a fall. You sit on an old blanket that is
over a metal frame with a further blanket between frame and camel, the result is that your legs are
splayed very uncomfortably apart. There are no stirrups to rest the legs in so as the day goes on the pain
increases, you try and remain on during walking by clinging to the frame.
Our guides had changed for this part of the desert trip there were three of them led by Youssef, three
camel trains were formed each camel tied to the one in front the very front one led by the leader. Our
first spell of torture lasted an hour then we arrived at a Kasbah that was two centuries old, dismounting
we toured the town. Then on for another hour to an encampment, mud walled huts with tented roofs hear
we had biscuits, nuts and sweet tea. Chris joined us driven by Assam sensibly he had declined the camel
riding. Back on the camel for a further two hours when we arrived at our desert camp. What a joy to get
off the camels, the weather had been sunny and hot with wind blowning sand from time to time, our
local head dresses had been excellent. Chris greeted us with Assam offering us all a bottle of beer they
had driven over from the hotel. Our accommodation was in large 3 man tents, after settling in we had
dinner, then we were entertained by the guides singing and playing drums, we reciprocated led by Jose.
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Camel Jockey

The rugby shirted camel jock in native headdress
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Day 20---Sun 12 October Desert Camp to Mhamid
After breakfast we were back on the camels at 8-30am the pain in the buttocks revived, some of the
group opted for walking; I stayed with the camel but modified my seat. I doubled over my blanket to
increase the thickness I had tried the stirrups made from rope as some of the others had, but found no
more comfort with them so continued to do without. We retraced our route but shortened it back to the
hotel Kasah arriving after 2 ½ hours a quick shower then back into the cars driving off into the desert.
An hour later we stopped at the oasis Mitzalar for lunch. Off again later in the afternoon driving to Erg
Chagaga here were large sand dunes our camp of mud walled huts with tented roofs lay at the foot of
them. As we arrived and got ourselves in the huts thunder storms could be heard in the distance,
however we could not resist climbing to the top of one of the large dunes. From here we could see the
storm clouds rolling in. Setting off back at a pace to try and beat the rain but failing and getting wet
through in the last ¼ of a mile. After drying off we had dinner in a large mess tent, later moving outside
round a large fire to be entertained by our guides with singing and drumming, we reciprocated and
finished the last of the beer off.

It’s a hell of a climb
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The Entertainers
Day 21---Mon 13th October Desert Camp to Tiseldei
Jim was is early eager self out to get that elusive photo, up the dunes he went, to his amazement we were
surrounded by water, his words. Heavy rain in the night had flooded the desert a reccy vehicle sent out
had reported that we would have to retrace our route back to Mhamid. A very interesting drive back
ensued Youssef in our vehicle guided us back weaving around the flooded lakes, we arrived back at
Mhamid at 10-30am. Then on retracing our steps to Zagora stopping off again at the ceramics factory
this time I bought some pottery, Bernard and Jose bought a tajine dish. Our destination on this our last
night in Morocco was at Tiseldei a very good hotel called the Irocha which served excellent food though
my stomach started to feel off. Throughout the trip I had seen the others one by one go down with the
dreaded lurgy, I thought I had escaped but not so I was up in the night in spite of taking Imodium and
dreading the return journey on the aircraft.
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Our last evening meal in Morocco
Day 22---Tues 14th October Tiseldei to Madrid
I stayed in bed later still down with the lurgy just drank and did not have dinner, today we travelled back
to Marrakech Airport for our flight to Madrid this left at 7-15pm arriving in at 11-10pm. Our plan was to
stay over in the city for two days, Chris had made all the arrangements we were taken in two mini buses
into the city where we stayed at the Hostel America off the Grand Via in the old part of the city, arriving
at 12-0 midnight. Sue Finn had flown out this day to spend additional days with Roger in the city she
greeted us on arrival.
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Morocco Airport
6.0 Madrid
Day 23---Wed 15th October Madrid
I was up at nine after a goodnights sleep, feeling much better, Jim, Peter, Ian and I went down the street
and found a café where we had breakfast. It was fascinating to see people dropping in on their way to
work for coffee and cake, such a relaxed atmosphere I could not imagine this happening in London.
Then out walking in the city, from a brochure we had found details of a guided tour so we took this, it
was conducted by an American girl named Rachel, she told us of the history of Madrid. So much
knowledge a pity I have forgotten most of it, we spent four hours including dinner on the tour. Later we
visited the Prada Museum sadly it did not do a lot for me Ian was fascinated so we three left him in there
and explored more of this clean beautiful city finishing up a park with magnificent statues everywhere,
all so clean. Then back to the hotel to meet the rest of our party, after a discussion we settled on a
restaurant that we walked to, sufficient to say it was not the best in town.
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The symbol of Madrid The Bear (the church)
And the Tree (the state) coming together.

Magnificent statues
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The Crystal Palace

Lovely Parks
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Day 24---Thurs 16 October Madrid to Poulton-le-Fylde
Today we fly back home a late flight so we have the morning to ourselves, Bernard a keen Blackburn
Rovers supporter and I decide to visit the Bernabèu Stadium a short trip on the Metro and we were there.
15€ we paid for entry then in a lift and out at the top of the stadium looking down on the pitch so steep
that the last rows at the top have safety rails. A very compact ground, that is capable of holding 80,000
people and offering good views from all places.

The Bernabèu Stadium
Then down through the trophy rooms emerging out through the visitor’s dressing room, ending
inevitably in the shop, no money exchanged hands. Back to the hotel to hang around till 2-0pm when we
were picked up by the bus and taken to the airport, the flight departed at 17-30pm. Arriving at Liverpool
on time at 18-25pm through passport and customs quickly then on the bus to Lime Street Station. I
caught the 7-48 train to Wigan then changed for Preston another change for Poulton to be met by
Geraldine finally home at 10-30pm, it took me almost as long to get from Liverpool to Poulton as from
Madrid to Liverpool.
7.0 Cost
Flight cost-----------------------------------------£120
Trek----------------641€--------------£ 543.22
Deposit £ 180
Total £ 723.22

Exchange rate1.18

Desert Trip----------------------------£ 300
Dm.532--------------£ 37.33
Total £ 337.33

Exchange rate14.25
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Spends------------------- Dm 1790--------------£ 125.61
Madrid accommodation and transport---------£ 30
Spends---------------------------------------------£ 43
Insurance------------------------------------------£ 50
Grand Total £ 1429.16
Cost per day-----------------------24 days------£59 54
As a check on the costs the figures below are a record of the money I took and the money that I obtained
from cash machines whilst there, on return I only had a few pounds left so as you see there is a good
match.
£350
Dm3300-------£246.33
€1000-------£846.74
Total £1443.07
The comparative cost for the Tour of Mont Blanc done earlier in the year was £44 per day
8 0 Conclusions
A very enjoyable trip not too strenuous, for me the most enjoyable part was the mountain trek
particularly the first stage. When analysed, the distance covered walking was not great, the first stage
was about 55km covered over 4 days, average per day 13.75kl. During the second stage we cover about
100kl over 7 days this gives an average of 22kl per day. None of the walking I would describe as
strenuous, this compares with around 530kl of driving excluding the desert trip. In retrospect it would
have been good to do a few more peaks particularly in the Toubkal area.
We started our trek on the third day; again in retrospect it would have been better to start on the second
day. Although this was complicated much to Bernard’s frustration by Ali’s seeming reluctance to
negotiate a final price of our trip, which was made more complicated by the two cancellations. Again in
retrospect the price and payment should have been carried out prior to the start of the holiday, but this
proved impossible to achieve.
Ali’s logistic organisation was very good the team he assembled looked after us very well and we were
never short of anything, plenty of good food prepared by our excellent cook Abdullah. Not so good was
Ali’s communication skills only vague descriptions of the morrows walk, frustrating for me was the lack
of maps to give us a clue as to where we were heading, even worse where we had been. However later in
the trip Ali did improve as he got to know us, this overcoming his initial nervousness with us.
The desert trip was interesting particularly the camel ride though for me not to be repeated. Most of the
desert we saw was boulder strewn and not particularly interesting, the exception being the sand dune
area.
A surprise to me was the amount of rain we encountered even on our desert trip and the amount of sun
block that I did not use,
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